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Rocky Mountain Restoration Initiative (RMRI) 
June 16, 2020, 1:00pm - 2:00pm  

RMRI Support Team 
Meeting Summary - FINAL 

 
ATTENDANCE 
Participants: Patt Dorsey, Matt Lindler, Jamie Nogle, Kelle Reynolds, Travis Smith, Tom Spezze, 
Nathan Van Schaik, and Tammy Whittington 
 
Facilitation: Heather Bergman and Samuel Wallace 
 
ACTION ITEMS 

Patt Dorsey • Prepare to give the partner survey update during the full RMRI 
meeting on June 23.  

• Reach out to Chris West to gather information on a RESTORE 
update. 

Jamie Nogle Send a link to the RESTORE grant announcement to Heather Bergman. 
Heather Bergman 
and Samuel Wallace 

• Prepare and share a draft table with the partner survey results 
and partner survey update slides with the Support Team. 

• Refine the partner list so that there is one representative per 
entity and assign the RMRI Support Team people to contact based 
on their volunteering. 

 
JUNE 23 FULL RMRI MEETING DISCUSSION 
Meeting participants discussed the agenda for the full RMRI meeting on June 23. Their comments 
are summarized below. 

• The Upper South Platte partners are preparing their orientation presentation and will be 
ready to lead their orientation during the second half of the meeting. 

• Tammy Whittington, US Forest Service (USFS), and Tom Spezze, National Wild Turkey 
Federation (NWTF), will give the introductory remarks for the meeting. 

• Each of the RMRI subcommittees will give update on their current activities and make 
requests of RMRI partners if they have any. 

• The Support Team should give an update on the partner survey. An update could serve as a 
reminder to partners to fill out the survey before the Support Team begins actively reaching 
out to partners. Displaying the results of the survey so far in a table may encourage partners 
to fill out the survey as well. The Support Team can also share their plan to reach out to 
partners who have not filled out the survey. The partner survey update will occur after the 
Governance Subcommittee update. Patt Dorsey will give the update during the meeting. 
Heather Bergman and Samuel Wallace will prepare and share a draft table with the partner 
survey results and partner survey update slides with the Support Team. 

• The Governance Subcommittee has several large discussion points (e.g., governance charter 
amendments, the theory of change diagram, etc.) for the June 23 call. 

• Heather Bergman and Samuel Wallace are preparing a slide deck that they will share with 
the full RMRI group before the June 23 call. The Support Team does not need to see the full 
slide deck before it goes out to the full RMRI group. 

• The Support Team should give an update on the Restoration and Stewardship of Outdoor 
Resources and the Environment (RESTORE) grant. Jamie Nogle, NWTF, has a link to the 
RESTORE grant announcement and will send it to Heather Bergman. Patt Dorsey will reach 
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out to Chris West, National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, to gather information on a 
RESTORE update. The RESTORE update will occur after the Funding Subcommittee update. 
 

PARTNER SURVEY NEXT STEPS DISCUSSION 
Meeting participants discussed the next steps for the partner survey. Their comments are 
summarized below. 

• The purpose of reaching out to RMRI partners is to ask them the survey questions over the 
phone. It is not to ask them to fill out the survey. 

• The Support Team will wait to see who fills out the survey after the RMRI June 23 meeting 
before beginning to reach out to people. 

• Meeting participants volunteered to reach out to different RMRI partners. Travis Smith 
could talk to Chris Castilian, Mark Shea, Lauren Ris, Russ George, and Russ Schnitzer. Patt 
Dorsey identified a long list of partners through email, some of whom she could reach out 
to. Jason Lawhon and Tammy Whittington could reach out to one of the Department of 
Natural Resources representatives (Dan Gibbs or Tim Mauck) and Vaughn Jones. Kelle 
Reynolds can call whoever needs to be contacted. 

• Heather Bergman and Samuel Wallace will refine the partner list so that there is one 
representative per entity and assign the RMRI Support Team people to contact based on 
their volunteering. 

 
TRUTH PROJECT SUMMARY DISCUSSION 
Meeting participants discussed the Truth project summary. Their comments are summarized 
below. 

• Matt Lindler and Nathan Van Schaik are developing a project summary with the marketing 
firm The Truth to build the RMRI brand. The project summary includes information on the 
proposed scope of work, deliverables, and timelines. 

• The deliverables in the project summary include brand fundamentals, brand positioning, 
and brand content. The brand fundamentals are the detailed guidelines that provide 
direction on how to make sure all the messaging and different communication materials 
that RMRI produces fit within the brand image. The brand positioning is the campaign to 
disseminate information to the different audiences that RMRI is targeting. The brand 
content includes the graphic elements of the brand, including logos, color palettes, and 
mood boards.  

• The testing of social license messages was also added as a deliverable in the scope of work. 
Nathan Van Schaik also added the RMRI website into the list of deliverables to make sure 
the website is consistent with the brand fundamentals. 

• In their proposal, The Truth offered their services to launch the initial campaign. RMRI has 
the capabilities to launch the initial campaign if The Truth creates the content and 
guidelines.  

• The timeline for the the scope of work is to complete it by September. It would be difficult to 
produce the deliverables any faster than the proposed timeline.  

 
NEXT STEPS 
The next RMRI Support Team meeting will be on June 30. Heather Bergman will need to get off the 
call at 1:45pm for another commitment. 


